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Standards in Reading Literature and Reading Informational Text are assessed through students’ writing and contributions to class discussions. 

Reading: Literature  Reading: Informational Text 

Key Ideas and Details Key Ideas and Details 

• Asks and answers questions to show understanding while referring to 
parts of the story. 

• Remembers and retells different kinds of stories from many cultures. 

• Figures out the lessons or morals of the stories read and explains the 
message using details from the story.   

• Describes characters and explains how their actions affect the story. 

• Asks and answers questions to show understanding of the information read 
while referring to parts of the text. 

• Finds the most important details in the information read and explains how 
they support the main idea. 

• Describes how historical events, scientific ideas, or steps in a set of directions 
are related in a text. 

Craft and Structure Craft and Structure 

• Figures out the meanings of words or groups of words in stories by 
thinking about how they are used.   

• Describes the difference between literal and nonliteral language when 
reading. 

• Writes and talks about fiction by using words for the different parts (e.g., 
chapter, scene, stanza).   

• Describes how new parts of fiction build on the parts that have already 
happened.  

• Explains the difference between own point of view and the author’s or 
character’s point of view.  

• Figures out the meanings of words and phrases in science and social studies 
texts.   

• Uses informational text features to find information quickly.   

• Uses search tools on the computer to find information quickly.   

• Explains the difference between what they think and what an author writes 
in informational texts.  

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  

• Explains how the author uses illustrations to help convey the meaning in a 
story.   

• Compares and contrasts stories written by the same author about the 
same or similar characters. 

• Shows understanding of text and illustrations by answering questions about 
where, when, why and how.   

• Describes how the sentences and paragraphs are connected and follow a 
logical order.   

• Compares and contrasts the most important ideas and details in two texts 
about the same topic. 

 


